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Q. Public, has done this or that. The

Letters:
Stone Age Titles
To the Editor:
Anne Morgan's letter of Oct. 1,
complaining of The Lobo's failure to
observe'the "etiquette" for women's
titles, as she was taught it in her
yester-year oriented journalism
classes, has prompted me to
congratulate your paper for taking
the very approach she complains of.
I had noticed that you do not
attach a "Miss" or "Mrs.'' to
women's names and I applaud your
progressivism. I only wish that the
local non-student newspapers would
follow suit ·and drop their medieval
treatment of women in news articles.
Not only do they persist in this day
and age in using the traditional
female titles (which incidentally, are
not really equivalent to Mr. since
their main purpose is to indicate
marital status-and what does that
have to do with anything-), but
they insist upon identifying married
women only by their husband's full
name. The effect of this practice is,
of course, to rob the individual
woman of any personal identity.
All the public knows is that the
female, who is owned by Mr. John

Across

The Great

Divide

fact that the woman identified with
last mention {due to John Q.'s
divorce and re-marriage) cannot be
known since there is absolutely no
indication of who she is as a person
apart from property of good ol'
John.
The implication (and cultural fact)

is that she does not have an identity
apart from being an extension of her
husband. In "Theory of the Leisure
Class " Thorstein Veblen makes it
clea; that the private property
system began with men's ownership
of women. Taldng a look at our
contemporary American society it
does not really appear that things

have changed a great deal.
No, you haven't "come a long
way, baby,;' you're still at about
9000 B.C. and it appears that those
of Morgan's ilk wish to stay in the
shadow of the Stone age rather than
come out into the healthy,
invigorating, natural light of today.
Kay F. Reinartz

Bomb Blasts Rock Rochester, Orlando, New York City
I

i

I

By United Press International
Five bomb blasts rocked the
city of Rochester, N.Y., Monday,
two more bombs exploded in New
York City, and eighth went off in
Orlando, Fla . . and the
revolutionary
"Weatherman"
group claimed responsibility for
an explosion Saturday which
wrecked a New York City
courthouse.
Three persons were hurt in
Monday's blasts were politically
apartment house across from one
of the Rochester bombings was
cut by flying glass and two Air
Force aemo!ition men were

injured while dismantling the office building, two
bomb in Orlando. None was predominantly black churches and
believed seriously hurt.
the home of a union official. The
Although it was not dynamite blasts all went off
immediately certain that within a 10·minute period
Monday :i blasts were politically beginning at 12:35 a.m. EDT.
motivated, they continued a wave
The five-story stone federal
of bombings across the nation
which began soon after office building was described by a
Weatherman warned that it would witness as "half destroyed. "In
·the earlier raid, the "Flower City"
mount an offensive of terror.
The Rochester bombings, worst group ransacked the offices of the
of Monday's incidents, severely Selective Service, the FBI and the
damaged a federal office building U.S. Attorney.
that had been raided Sept. 6 by a
In New York City, a gungroup called the Flower City powder pipebomb went off in
Conspiracy, the Monroe <'.10unty a sidewalk planter outside the

New York Hilton Hotel in
mid·Manhattan, shattering three
windows and awakening guests.
Police said witnesses reported
seeing five men in African garb
fleeing the area.

attempting to dismantle a.
homemade bomb. The blast
destroyed a bulldozer and a
sidedigger but the men were not
believed to have been seriously
hurt. There had been no labor
In Brooklyn, a "low grade trouble and police could offer no
explosive "in a tin can blew up motive but they pointed out that
under a fence in front of an old it was the third construction firm
tenement. One police to be hit by bombs in recent
investigation said he believed weeks.
Nationwide, Monday's
"some kid just wanted to make a ·
bombings
brought to 13 the
loud bang."
number of bombings in the past
The Orlando explosion took seven days. Others have occurred
place at a construction site while in California. Illinois and
two Air Force men were Washington.
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Might Spark Uprisings
their tie-dyes and panty girdles they
'1 tl
fl t th
'bl
It 0 f
Sl en Y re ec
e possi e resu s
:::• ev:ning. It'• been a long week fm
em
OO. site of the marathon, the
At the
aptly titled ballroom, tonight's
entertainment, The Cuartro de
Bauno, warm up. With a spicy, Latin
sound they could be mistaken for
Santana. It's too bad they didn't
realize
potential two years ago
Or theytheir
Would have become rl
'ch,
famous and thus out of the reach of
UNM. As it is they have been jaded
by
too many
many horny
toplessOld
bars,
andtoasked
by too
men
Play

"Old Man River.'' But tonight should
be different, the college crowd
knows good music and will be
receptive
t I t S to their
1 long overlooked
· al d k
a en s. orne
ear
y arnv s o now
·
d
good music an scurry quickly home
to play "Live Dead," the logic being
a good canned concert is better than
a poor live one.
As the band rips into the fifth
rendition
of "Gloria," the hall
gr
adually fills with the boisterously
determined people. "Victory is
Ours," the drunks think as they
·
stumble and cajole w1th inebriated
vigor.h The quietly working operators
searc In
· vam
· f or a respec t a ble rnate
for the evening. The stoned
meanwhile ponder the quality of
their
b d respective
uld t high's and wish the
· t o L ed Z epp l'm.
anD woh h urnb 111
orot Y as een aske d out by
some darling who holds the answer
to
Zl all her problems beneath his
.pper. On Mond
y sb e mig
· ht· f eel
f a th
some remorse or
e one hour
affair, but college will teach you to
love many things you were once
afraid of. Besides, her friends are a
thousand
miles away.
D
'al
l'k " aren 't you m
· my
I ogues I e
geology class,"
or "hey buddy, will
d
b
.
you guar my eer, " sprmg
up l'k
1 e
wind blownd chaff. Strong roots for
lastingfrien
ships.
I
· IS
· rent by some
ns1'de the arr
moron
trying
to
prove
the artistic
1
f
al
. .I but Its
. ' h ard to
va ue o hnaS' smgmg,
laugh w en you ook. at his harem
waiting with red eyes and open arms
for their hero.
. Out in the cold the drunks stagger
and puke as Monday looms over
their clouded heads like a rusty
sword. You have to live sometime.

By JIM PENSIERO
Yes, it's been a long week
in BabyIon. Classes all week leave your
head like dining hall jello, and even
though the old man isn't breathing
down your neck you feel that you
owe it to someone to study a little.
But it's Friday now, a time for
recuperation and peace, and deep in
the bowels of the dormitory brains
are being wracked for decent answers
to the evening's activity.
A hop is planned, but what is a
straight hop?
So, in the smoke filled cubicles
hundreds of man hours are spent as
ideas are exchanged and rejected
with compromises and amendments
inevitably reached. Should we
smoke, drink or drop, is that the
question, Mr. Chairman?
Over a couple of Coors and a few
smokes, the relentless drive for a
good time is reborn in the herd like
smoldering phoenix. Body shirts are
pressed and inert libidos reactivated
as the newly resurrected Romeo's
make their way to the front, leaving
the doldrums to the few clods who
just don't care or are too stoned to
walk.
Across the lines, in strangely
similar quarters, Madeline and
Dorothy arrange their charms with
knowing confidence. The unkempt
look they have experimented with
Fromreturn.
dust thou are to dust thou
lately has been officially accepted by shall
Some people watched
Seventeen Magazine as the best
peasant look of 1970. Gmnting into Marx
themselves.
-

in general. The Berkeley plan would
probably go a long way toward
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long range repercussions.
This nation is already tearing at its
seams with divisiveness. The young
don't trust the old, the old don't
understand their children, the whites
fear blacks, almost nobody likes
radical students. Three police forces
WI'thi.ll a c1'ty will turn those three
sections
even
more
into
inward-looking enclaves, more and
more unaware of an unconcerned
Wl"th the others' affarr·s increasingly
distrustful of "those whites," or
"those students" or "those blacks"
and their police.
Many
problems
are
easily
predictable What happens when
· a
h'Igh-speed .ch ase t ak es " wh•t
1 e cops "
into the black part of town, and a
f atal acc1 ent ensues?
'd
Woul d legal
student marches have to be confined
to that section, for fear of reaction
by the other two police forces if
they enter "their territory"? Would
white cops handle a black mugger
caught within
their area of
· · d' t•
·
b
1
JUTIS IC lOTI Ill t e proscribed egal
manner? Would judges give the same
weJg
· ht t o th e t es t'Imony of" st u d en t
cops' ' as to "white cops"? Will
student-controlled cops let arsonists
go free'because they don't think the
· d ges WI'II give
· th em a f arr
· t·rr'al?.
JU
Theimmedia
·
· te goodresultsofthi's
plan are not worth the deepened
tears in the social fabric which will
un avo'd
I a bl e resu lt·. At a t'1me w h. en
umty,
based on understanding and
·
respect, is our most urgent need, we
certainly
don't
need
another
blueprint for driving people apart.
The police problem does demand
l
·
so ution,
however, and part of the
Berkeley proposal seems to be a big
step in the right direction. The plan
also stipulates that policemen must
resideintheareainwhichtheywisb
to serve. Why not "divide'' the city
into three parts for this purpose
only, to insure that all segments of
the community are represented by
an equal number of men on the
city's
forces?
This
equal
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ASUNM Student Court members Bill Hibbs (left) and Jon Facey
discussed inconsistencies between the ASUNM Constitution an t e
d h
Election Code yesterday before Student Court ordere d a permanen t
.1t
inJ'unction against all ASUNM elections unb.1 Senat e could 1egis
ae
election procedures and regulations.

Court

InJ·1,nct· z'on StojJS All' AS UNM R ef·e?·en d'l.J, ms

stu dent c ourt
.v

.i

p roh 1•b 1•t s El ec t 10·llS
•

The ASUNM Student Court
yesterday ordered a permanent
injunction against all ASUNM
elections "until such time as
Senate legislates the procedures
and regulations governing all
stu den t e1ect'Ions.,
CourtGorham
members
Frank
and Jon
Bill Facey,
Hibbs
·1ssued the order after the court
di'scovercd inconsistencies
between the Election Code and
tile ASUNM Constitution during da
hearl'ng on an inJ'Unction file
aga 1·115t a spccJ'al ASUNM election
scheduled for last Friday.
The order leaves three joint
ASUNM-GSA referendum issues
up in the
air since
ASUNM
Student
Court
has nothe
jurisdiction

' 1a t er th aln te!g
. ht
held 'no
" wbortkitnhg
days prior to e ec 1on
u
e
meeting which Boren and Gilster
missed was held four days before
the schedule d e1ec t'1on b ecause o f
the sh ort t"1me mvo
·
1ve d m
· a
spccJa
.
.
·
· 1 election
At
this the
timeElection
inconsistencies
between
Code,
·
passed in last spnng's
Senate
sess10n
and
·
th e
ASUNM
Constitution were brought up.
«Jn
the
t'
tl 1 case off · a Bregular
t·
e1ec JOn, 1e· awshare •mr. t u mIa
special electwn, t eres no amp e
time for anything," said ASUNM
Vice Presi?ent hFraEnlk t'lhn,
L•
representmg t e ' ec ·wns
Commission.
The Constitution requires

over GSA. However, Chief Justice
··
Facey said special
would be made for the three JOmt
questions. The order affects . all
ASUNM
elections,
including
Senate
elections,
questionsandfutureHomecommg
elections.
The injunction against the
special
election
was requested
Sen.
Br·ad
EJ'sellbrey
on behalf by
of
candidates Terry Boren and Norm
Gilstcr whose names were taltcn
off
ballot when they failed to
attend a mandatory candidates'
meeting. The
the

provJ~i~ns

candidates to submit nominating
· t ur es 0 f.a t
pe t't'
,-,ons WJ'th th e sJgna
least 75 students two wee1' 5 pnor
to the
but ittalso
. 1election,
b states
all da
1 t·
spema e ec
Ion weeks
mus · eofc dthet
e
within
two
resignations of four stu en
senat ors.
In addition, the Election Code
requires
the by
Election
be notified
SenateCommission
30 days in
adva11ce of an election involving
candidateEl. It also defines
elections to include special
elections.
The three joint ASUNM-GSA

meeting and had been denied a
hearing.

probably be re-scheduled concern
the mdochina War, the possibility

referendu~

th~

htjunctio~ ~tat.ed

two hod not b"n ootd"d of tho refO<Mdu= whlcl>

~ecause

ool!og0 , Io

rhetoric-giving
theto Umversi
president the power
declare ya
state of martial law." Tomorrow:

executive
or er The
y c . ance
or
Glenn Dumke.
hearing
officers, who will be selected from

Co~ifon:,m th;:'"'"u'"

The referendum
on the
Indochl'na
war asks students
to
choose the option that best
reflects their attitude toward the
war··. the war must end
1
· mmed 1'ately w1'th troops being
·
t'
removed as fast asd physically
possible;
the
Nixon
a
mmstra
JOn
is following the only realistic
course t o en d th e war·, pursue a
course toward final victory·, or no
opmJOn.
· ·
After th e r es.ults of this
question
have been
certified,with
theya
w1'11 be mailed
to President
1· tt
f
1
t'
·g
ed
by
the
e er o exp ana Jon s1 n
pres1'd ent s an d v1ce
· pres1'd ents of
b o th st ud en·t governmen t s.
The joint
referendum
concerning
time off
to campaign
before the elections for state and
national choices:
offices offers
students
three
to close
the

~ivebt~~~ee~hb!~~~:!te~~~~ifr!~

University
forthe
one
week
prior
to
the
election,
time
to be
made

of exams normally
and quizzes·,
to
function
duringorthat
week. A student body vote on this
referendum would only serve to
· d' t
rt fa!d ·
u to

~~elca~~i~~f:U~iono 0:~~ 1Jenot

be a final decision on the matter.
The mock election would ask

1
state schools
in Arizona.)
By GIL JOHNSON
College Press Service
T h e f ir s t s t u d e n t
demonstrations
possible
violence on state and
colleges
and
universities in the West are likely
to result from revisions in student

enough 1 to warrant expulsion or
suspension.
Final campus authority will lie
with the college president, but he
may be or
overruled
the
chancellor
board of by
trustees.
Additionally, each college will
hire a prosecutor for the first
to mves
conduct codes designed to quell t1me,
·
·
t·1ga t·e a 11 a lleged
That uprisings.
is the feeling of most violations
case againstand
anythen
student
charged
student
present
the
student leaders from New Mexico with misconduct. The colleges are
to Washington, where the not required to hire a public
g overning boards of state d e fen d er.
d each stated have
ld
institutions
At the the
un 1·vers
1'ty of
either
reviseind or
rep1ace
o
Wash,·ngton,
new rules
of
t
dd
conduct co es o a
more student and faculty conduct allow
·
t causes
1
• t po J"t'
strmgen
agams
1 1ca1 the university president, or any
activism on campus. "These administrator h e d es1gna
·
t·es, t o
d
..according
l'k 1 tto ·unpose on any s t u d en t ' f aculty
repressive codes,"
one
student
lea
er,
are
' e than
Y o interim
member, suspension
or staff member
an
stir the students up, rather
"whenever
quiet them down."
there is reasonable cause to
The new codes, written with or believe that such a person has
without minimal student committed, an d may reasonabl. Y
involvement,
came in response
to b e expfecthe
t d thtereafthe;b.ot
t comimt
public anger generated
by campus
d . th'
.
any o
e ac s pro 1 1 e m e
disturbances last spring on var10us conduct rules." Such interim
campuses. Many apply to suspensions would be declare<!'
campuses which have never gone w1'th ou t a h earm
· g , although a
h
person
so
suspe
through student disruptions.
nded would be
very
of student
and allowed to request a hearing
In similar
Oregon codes
and Was
ington, two
days of being
faculty conduct have been within
notified ofseven
his suspension.
decreed by the respective
.
"Interims suspension, ,' t h e
governing boards of dthose h'h
states. codestacs,
t
.. may b eremove d b Y
student
be un
suspended
Detailing may
clauses
er w Jc ora the president whenever h e h as
that
expelled or a faculty member reasonh to believe
('t)
· the person
d '11
. h· possession
. o f on w om 1 was 1mpose· WI d
fired, they deal wit
f
not constitute a substantia an
h h1e material threat to the or1d er y
firearms, physical abuse o .peop
institution,
01' property possession
connected of
Wit drugs
t e operation of the umverstty
.
,1
and other offenses which would campus."
· CJVI
· ·1 essentially
These new
be handled m
give statutes,
universitywhich
.md
But both codes contaJ'n college administrators_ power to
incitement clauses, and these are declare a state of martial law, are
what stud;mts are objecting to. generally prefaced by good
The Washington co d e s t at·es th a·t helpings of liberal rhetoric, such
members of
thebe
university
stafffor
or preamble
as that of the
UNM new
Regents
in the·
students
may
suspended
to their
statement
.. ,.nteJJtJ'onally ,·ncJ'ting others to of. policy: "Universities
·
engage immediately in any of the traditiona1ly h ave b een sane t.uanes
conduct prohibited herein, which of thought, free exchange of ideas
incitement leads directly to such and
the search for
are
not sanctuaries
for truth.
those They
who use

~~~r~~.ally

conduct.''
Thelist
firstasclause
of both
these codes
a violation
obstruction or disruption of
normal teaching or research, or
other lawful activities of the
institution. Conceivably under

••~Y ~•• will •tudon"
to ""t' fo< Now M~loo
th~ niloo, , prof'""' oould bo
;~:tn~:sa~lds~~~t:~:nta~Jer~~~:
fired for telling his own students
representatives from both
not to come to class during a

unlawful means to pursue their
ends. The exercise of freedom to
dissent must not interfere with
the rights of others or with the
educational process.''

At tho Uni'"'"' of ldoho, ,

relatively liberal statement of
student rights and responsibilities

ofif:~b~e~f:o~re,~U~te~N::o~v~e;,m~b~e~r-1~is~t~ri~c~ts~.~Tth~e~r:e~fe~r;e;n~d~u-~m~~al~s;'>oa~sk~s~-;s;tr;\il~te;~o~r~m~o~r~a~tt'o~r~i~u~m~.'i;;Ji:;:,',:Jc~-~h~as~~re~c~e;iv~e~d~a~p~prr~o~v~a~Jo~f~~:':~~--~

meeting
was illegally
held
state
and rtational elections and a
contended
of time
theEisenbrey
Electionsalso
Code
requms the
the mock
election for state and
mandatory candidates' meeting be_ __ national_o_ffices.

Saturdd:a~y~--~a~n~d----~~y~~-·~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j~~t}~ru~maffik~~-~~~-~B~rroe·~~--------1J-------···-·ili~~~Ji{~ctobmr~~~~7CJ-

by good holpiog' of .lih"t

1
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against students have beet),
abolished by the California state
colleges.
The campus panels, usually
made up of students,
and
administrators
at each faculty
institution,
have given way to a hearing
officer procedure on all 19 state

!~~~~s~!ew~~t
~~~~~~e t~: ~~~ ~~~~le,or:iUo~~~l:wap~1~i~~~~e~
pot ·c ·es-the policy governing di'scipl 'nary problems
serious
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By CHARLES ANDREWS
Th e black s an d s t u d en t s of
I
Berkeey
may b eon the verge of
gaining
something
oppressed
minorities have long fought forcommum'ty con t ro1 of an d by the
police.
The city's 55,000 registered voters
will decide in April whether or not
to replace the present police force
with three independent ones, drawn
f rom and con t role
1 d b y the white,
black and student sections of town.
Since 15,000 voters signed the
petitions which placed the question
on the ballot, it seems to have a
pretty good chance of passing.
This seems at first to be an
exce1lent proposal f or any city, and
perhaps especially for Berkeley,
which has bad more than its share of
violent
confrontations
between
students and police, blacks and
representation plan should also apply
police. The American Civil Liberties to officers and adminisb'ators and
Union recently cited 64 alleged would eliminate the present
instances of police misconduct in a of having cops from the suburbs
enforcing laws in the ghetto.
six-month
period inis Berkeley.
The problem
one of
More control of police by all the
responsiveness to the
is needed, but not at the

.~

!

(Editor's Note: UNM's Regent
recently formulated new
guidelines similar in tone and
motivation to many of the
sweeping
policies
in many Western
universities
discussed
below.
College Press Service referred to
UNM's new policy as "prefaced

if the student is a registered New

Traditional
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Kelley Admits Library
Needs Crash Program

Lobo Photo by Tony Lauderbaugh

Library

UNM librarian David Kelley has called for a crash expansion program
to bring the library up to standards for a University this size. The
library should have one and a half million volumes, but only has
500,000 volumes.

By BARBARA MORGAN
"We are so far behind we'll
need sort of a crash program to
get everything together," said
David Kelley UNM librarian.
"UNM is a big university with a
medium or small school's library."
Kelley said the UNM library is
a "bottomless pit" as far as funding goes. He requested a 42.5 percent budget increase over the present allocation of just over $1 million.
According to a federal grant
application, a library supporting
as many graduate fields of sutdy
as UNM should have at least one
and a half million volumes. The
UNM library shows a cataloged
volume total of a little under half
a million Ypieces of literature. Kelley said one of the major handicaps of the 1ib1•ary is that "older
libraries have had a lot of time
to collect the material needed for
the various subjects studied by
the university population. UNM
is really a frontier-type new
school and we have to make up
the difference between here and
older libraries in a very short
time."
The UNM library gets about
five percent of the educational expenditure of the University but
Kelley said "That isn't enough,
even though the library gets a
bigger portion of the budget than
the average American school.''
Kelley asked for a large hike in

Museum Shows 'Tendencies'
Collection Includes SculjJtuTes) Paintings) PTints

library allocations. He said, "If
we got the 42.5 percent budget
increase, it would still take several years of increased funding to
catch up to where we should be.''
Getting ToQ Big Too Fast
Kelley said the freeze on expanding graduate studies programs should remain until "we
can get better financing.'' He
said, "The University has expanded in curriculum faster than
the library could keep up under
present financing. We would
rather serve our existing graduate programs with complete and
extensive collections of material
than do a sketchy job on additional projects.''
Kelley said it would take more
than one year to expand the present library's number of volumes
and facilities to match ideal basic
requirements of a school as large
as UNM. He said, "it is a basic
necessity to bring the total size
of our collection and the total
library budget up as fast as possible.''
Mentioning the complexities of
the financing problems faced by
the library, Kelley said, "Even if
we did get more collections it
would bring about the need for a
larger building and additional
capital outlay for construction,
meaning about $10 million more.

Comedy Duo

Apathy Leaves Holes
In Senate Committee
Apathy has hit the ASUNM
government where it might hurt
the most.
Debbie Bruns, chairman of the
Public Affairs Committee, says
she needs between 30 and 50
student volunteers to work on the
committeP's five sub·committees.
S? far, Bruns has received only
etght applications and is
"considering only four or five" of
these for committee
appointments.
Bruns said the situation is more
than serious. She said she might
be forced to ask Senate to dissolve
the sub-committees in
mid·Novembet· if more students
do not apply. She did say
however, that Public Affairs
would h<' maintained only to
rt'leas<' ASUNM government nt'ws.
The Information Bureau
Speakers BurPau, High School
Recruitment Committee Public
ReI a ti ons Committee ;nd the
Truth Squad makt• up the Public
Affairs GommittPe.
"Student St•nate allotted $750
to Public Affairs last spring, $250
of which was set aside for the
truth squad," Bruns said. "This
sum is extrmnt•ly inadequate for
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burn great forests
Go ttn See This

Common ;wn;w is all that
;;tands h<'tW<'<'Il t•ontro!IPd
burning and full-H<'ah• fm·pst
fir<•s. Jlpfot·<· you staJ·t 1!111/
fin•, C'ht•< l\ lr~t•al J't•gulatiom; .••
Bt• sut·p fir<•:; <'an'l sprNld ..•
~ I'VPI' huJ·u nn th·y m· wmdv
days ... and 11!'\'t•t· · h•a VP fin·:~
unatt<•ntll'll. ~hH• out of tPn
frn·<·st fin•s an• <'lliHWcl by
l':tl'PI!'ss JlPOp!r•. So rlrm'l b;•

NEW YORK (CPS)- For a fee
of $5 to $25 patrons can now
witness Iiw public performances
of various IH'lerosexual and
homosPxual acts at sewral newly
opPn!'d exhibition halls here.
Th1• shows, which feature a
couple on a bed in various coital
and oral-genital positions, have
had soml•what erratie op1•rating
schedules since they opened at
thr!'l• establishments in Manhattan
during the last severn! weeks. The
shows, which attract primarily
middle-aged, middle-class men,
run continuously from 1 p.m. to
late l'Veniug. A number of ploys
have bt•eJ\ used to avoid arrest,
including the additio11 of a
cameraman on stage with the
copulating couple. Patrons pay to
"watch a film being made.''
The skin houses are the latest
version of sexual freedom in New
York, which features movies,
p c e p- -shows, strippers, and
bookstores.

t'fl1"t'lf.~~:n.

This year why not invite your
overseas friends over here?
Too expensive for them?
Maybe not, this year.
Because, this year, th.ere are
made-to-order bargains to lure
them here. Bargains in transocean sea fares, and air fares,
just-for-them. And reduced bus,
rail, and air rates, once they
arrive.
And 'lots more. But some of
them may not be available next

year. And many of them must
be arr·a nged before your friends
leave the other side.
So write to them. Tell them
to ta Ik to their travel agent or
overseas carrier. (That way,
they can get all the details.)
Then add one more thing.
Tell them America is not so big
and bustling that no one will
have time for them-and you'll

be around to show them the
ropes when they arrive.
Now sit back and wait. With
any I uck, you may soon be
showing them America as you
see it. But better be prepared
for one surprise.
You may soon also be seeing
America as they see it-rediscovering it through their wide
and startled eyes.

The comedy team of Gaylord
and Holiday will perform with
Glen Campbell at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 17 in University
arena. Tickets for the concert are
now on sale at the student ticket
office.

Please! •.. m1iy yl!m caUll
prevent forest fires
New Mexico Lobo
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ROGER'S DEEP ROCK
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BUT

A BALFOUR ring still
looks better!

Offers you
20% Student Discount

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

with I.D.

Downstairs in the SllB

iated
students
boohstore

On Battery Charge,
J,ubc, Tire Rotation,
Tire Repair and
Packing Wheel Bearings.
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You can wear your
diploma

Our representative will be
sizing and taking orders
Wednesday, October 14
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what each sub-committee needs to
function."
Two of Public Affairs
sub-committees are important to
UNM-community public relations.
They arc the High School
Recruitment Committee and the
Truth Squad. High school
recruiters visit various prep
campuses to talk with students
and teachers about UNM campus
life. Bruns said she has already
received invitations from several
high schools in southern New
Mexico for the recruitment group.
She said however, she "can't get
her foot in the door of many
Albuquerque schools" which she
believes to stem from numerous
invitations given last year when
the committee did not respond.
Tht> Truth Squad visits Sl~rvice
clubs and organizations
throughout NPw Mexico doing
public relations work much like
that of the high school recruiters.
Bruns said the $250 Truth Squad
allocation is supposed to cover
travel and lodging for the group.
She said she doubts that this is a
sufficient amount.
Applications for the committee
are available from Sue Pickett in
the ASUNM headquarters in the
Union.

Tuesday, October 13,
1970
'
. .'

''Constructivist Tendencies" a
Washington, D.C., showed a
major exhibition of a ce~tral
by Josef Albers, Harry Bertoia,
retrospective
tendency in 20th century art, will work in 1966. exhibition of his Ilya Bolotowsky (who has taught
open next Monday evening at the
Rickey is the author of the at UNM), Alexander Calder
UNM Art Museum.
Wassily Kandinsky, Victo;·
major work on Constructivist art
Opening at UNM Wednesday is
P~smore,
Otto Piene, Bridget
He says about his own sculptur~ Rtley and Victor
an exhibition of art by or about
Vasarely.
D. H. Lawrence. The show was (his work is not represented in the
A
reception
by
Friends of Art
UNM show but other kinetic
arranged by the UNM museum
fro~
.s.
to
10
p.m.
will open the
and was shown earlier during the sculpture is): "Kinetic art is no exlubttJOn.
longer offered merely as a
D. H. Lawrence festival at Taos.
spectable
or curiosity, but is
Neo-Classic Jnzz
The D. H. Lawrence exhibition
welcomed
and
respected
Th
will continue through Oct. 25 and
throughout the industrialized
e. music department is
will be replaced the following day world. It is no longer avant-garde spo_nsormg the Neo-Classic Jazz
by the Seventh Annual Purchase but part of tradition."
Qmntet Wednesday in the Fine
Exhibitio)1.
Arts Recital Hall
"Nature is rarely still.
TJ1 8
·
The Constructivist show which Sh Hef adds,
e :15 p.m. program will be
11
t
e o ows na ural laws: gravity almr;>st totally improvised while
will occupy the upper 'gallery
New~on's laws of motion, the rely_ 111 g on a pre-set theme. The
through Nov. 22, is drawn from traff1c
laws of topology,"
t
the collection of George and
The
construtivist
show
was
qum
·et has composed most of the
Edith Rickey.
· d b th
·
themes which center around
org~mze.
y
e University of contemporary jazz idioms.
It includes 84 sculptures
Cahforma,
Santa Barbara and was
Pr·o ceed s f rom th
paintings and prints by 55 artists
1
· e event will be
s
1own
at
the
State
University
of
used
including Naum Gabo, one of th~ N
y 1 · A
· for· a s t u d en t· sch o 1arsh ip
founders of the movement.
sh~;pedo~~r~~ lbany before being f~nd. General admission is $1 and
The exhibition shows a
t1ckets may be obtained at the
B est'd es Gabo, it includes works door.
continuing movement which was
at its peak in Russia in 1920 but
died there the following yea~ for
political reasons.
Its ideas have had considerable
influence on architecture and
decoration. They include abstract
sculpture using non·t1·aditional
UNM's chicano studies program specifically for chicanos and for
material or such industrial
has
received a $15,000 grant from
es _tablishing a system whereby
methods as welding.
the
Mobile institute to aid the chtcano students can be retained
The
"Realistic
Manifesto"
program in training higher once they have entered college.
written at the time of the major education
personnel.
Grunt funds will also be used
Constructivist exhibition in 1920
restates the ideas of Archipenlw
John Abetya
assistant for. a series of five conferences
~urmg the next school year. The
coordinator of the program said
~nd Boccioni that only movement
f1rst of these conferences will be
m space and not volume was ~he grm;t will be used to begin an
O~t. 1_7 at UNM and is designed
important in art.
tn tens1ve state·wide course of
pnmanly fo; teachers, counselors
George Rickey
an higher education for chicanos.
and adm111isLraLors in the
in.tcrnationally known sc~lptor,
It . will be used to provide
wtll speak on Constructivism plannmg for the establishmt>nt of Albuquerque School system.
All of the planning for the
Monday evening, Nov. 9, at 8 in chicano studies programs at state
conferences
is be.ing provided hy
the UNM Recital Hall.
high schools and universities
undergraduates
Ill the chicano
Rickey grew up in Europe and Abetya said. In addition grant
studied European history and art fund~ will be used to set up a stl!dies program at UNM, Abetyu
satd. Abetya is being assisted in
there and in the U.S. He has been recrUitment program for chicanos
making kinetic sculpture since for distributing information about planning the conferences by
1949 and has had exhibitions in similar recruiting programs Ernesto Eichwald, George Casaus,
Ed Gonzales, Jim MaPstas ,Jose
France, Germany, England
already in existence for
Switzerland, Holland and the u.s: developing counseling' and Es~r~da, Felipt> Gon~ales,
The Corcoran Gallery of Art in tutoring techniques designed Chrtstma Moore, Sieve Gallegos
and Dennis Contreras.

Funding by Mobile Institute

Chicanos Awarded Grant

Introducing the most absorbent
tampon ever put in an applicator.
-.·-- .c
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New Meds, the Modess Tampon,
absorbs over 40% more than the tampon you're
probably weanng. Regular or super.

What makes it so absorbent?
are more compact than the ones
Examine the fiber designs closely. Ours
you're used to, they're
is a series of tiny
easier to insert and more
traps. It's revolutionarycomfortable to wear.
the most absorbent fiber
And the soft,
ever made for
flexible polyethylene
a tampon. And we're the
applicator can't
only ones who
stick or pinch or scratch the
have it. In fact, we've
way cardboard can.
..
even patented it~
\Vhich is nice .
'(
\
Compact when dry,
Because, once a month,.
\
it expands when wet to
Others
every little bit of comfort
Ours
hold an extraordinary amount
counts.
of moisture. And absorbs much faster
Make this test. IL's taken us
than other tampons can.
9 years; testing thousands of women,
With the Modess Tampon, you
to develop this tampon.
feel secure. Even on your worst
But the test that really counts
days and nights, when you may have
is for you to wear them the next
worn a napkin, too, you're apt to
lime you have your period.
find this tampon does the job ·
just thihk. More
all by itself.
comfort. More
We wanted this
protection. Fewer times
tampon to be more com··
to change with new
fortable than any other.
Meds, the · · ·
Because Modess Tampons ,.
··
Modess Tampon.

*Patent Number 3,241,553
i •

.• ·:

Mcds and Modess arc trademarks of Personal Products Company,
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Halt BYU Demonstrations, Report States

By PAM ENGEBRETSON
within or without of the church." brought into the athletic picture
Arizona Daily Wildcat
Acknowledging the difficulties years ago, you'll find every school in the fact finding repo1·t was the
Concluding on the subject of
PROVO, Utah-All schools in
of
changing church doctrine, the started as we have and built up formation of a black recruiting !Jiack recruitment, the committee
the WAC should suspend further
team to work in certain areas of a reported, "If there is as much
demonstrations and disruptions team said, "We believe something slowly.''
community to "sell" BYU. They love and brothe1·hood for blacks
can
and
must
be
done
about
the
Over 500 BYU students attend- also
aimed at Brigham Young Univer- isolation of BYU.
cited the need for improve- as was expressed during our visit,
ed a "Free Forum," similar to the
sity and their racial policies, a
ment
of high school relations in
"There
needs
to
be
more
blacks
University fact finding committee on campus for a more balanced University's Speakers' Corner, on the black areas of Salt Lake City, then the will and the· money to
Oct. 1 and exchanged views with Ogden and other Utah communi- carry through these programs can
concluded Saturday.
student body," the report main"We could find nothing to in- tained, "If the "Y" wishes to the fact finding team for over two tie to attract in-state black enroll- certainly be found.''
They also encouraged "active
dicate that Brigham Young Uni- combat its image of racism, a hours.
ment.
debate
by students !!nd faculty of
The session began with a reversity is a racist instittuion or more aggressive program to bring
current
social issues to heighten
In order .to increase financial
that there may be any more or in more black athletes and schol- quest by Black Student Union
awareness
to p~·oblems experiVice
President
Lorenzo
Cotton,
aid
to
blacks,
BYU
student
Vice
.
less racism present than at any ars must be instituted."
who implored the students to, President Jon Ferguson proposed enced outside the institution and
other school,'' the committee
While no "racist admission "s.Peak the way you feel, not the abolishing ceremonies and util- church" and proposed the initiaagreed in a five-p11ge consensus of policies"
exist at BYU, it has been
conclusions and suggestions fol- contended that certain standards way you would like to feel, so izing that money for black stu- tion of a Black Speakers Program.
A program in which each WAC
lowing their inivestigation at that of the church enforced on the that I can go back and tell the dents' scholarships.
schoof.
BSU what's going on here.''
"There was also the htought of school would send one black to
cmapus, such as the prohibiting
Many students approached the raising student tuition by four BYU in exchange for a Mormon
., BYU is an "isolated" institu- of smoking and the drinking of
tion whose members do not un- tea, coffee and alcoholic bever- microphone to give their own dollars a semester to support a student for one semester was also
derstand or relate to blacks, the ages, discourage black enrollment. personal testimony of brotherly black scholarship program," said recommended in the repol't.
The other three members
report said.
love for the blacks, others ad- student president Walton, "with
Another problem admitted by mitted they had little knowledge our enrollment of almost 25,000 of the fact finding team included
"We believe that BYU has one BYU administrator was that
seriously erred in not doing more "We haven't done a good job of or association with blacks and that could amount to nearly ~100,- black student Ike Williams, LDS
student institute president Bruce
i
to expose its students to the letting people know we want one student said he felt "personal- 000.''
and Felix Goodwin, assistant
Dale
ly insulted" b ythe accusations
culture and attributes of Ameri·· blacks.
Walton also said he had just to the president for minority reof
racism,
can blacks, not as a separate enlearned of ~4000 accumulated in lations at the University.
"F1•ankly, I'm opposed to
Following the forum, the team
tity but as an integral part of bringing blacks here just as wina scholarship coffer which may be
In order to continue the conour society."
divided into pairs and met with
used to aid black students.
dow dressing," said Vice Presistructure relations between
The fact finding team, made up dent Heber G. Wolsey, "We should students on a more personal level
"A lot of us have been suggestof three black students, two white bring them here for their benefit. designed, as ASUA President ing such things for a long time," schools begun here this weekend,
students and a University ad- There's a lot of misinformation Bruce Eggers said, to "let the he said, "It helps when someone Walton said he will travel to Tucministrator, spent three days in about our policies and practices, students really say what they else comes and helps push this son tomorrow for discussion with
University students concerning
want without feeling intimidated
public and private discussion with part of the problem is ours.''
along.''
policies
of the Mormon school.
by
a
large
crowd.''
students and administrators at
BYU Athletic Director Stan
"We
don't
understand
blacks
the Mormon-owned school.
Watts offered the explanation
They found that "many BYU that, "We haven't actually sought and you don't understand Morstudents were almost 'racist-in- blacks as much because we feel mons," University track athlete
reverse' through the holding of they wouldn't be happy in this Lorenzo Allen was told by one
student, while another offered,
paternalistic, though sincere, atmosphere."
"The solution is up to us, to tell
attitudes towards blacks.''
Watts was referring to the abDispute arose among the WAG sence of blacks in Provo, with the everyone what we think, that we
schools in 1968 over the Mormon closest black community being accept everyone here no matter
doctrine, which denies the Negro approximately 50 miles north in what color they are."
the opportunity to become a Salt Lake City.
Describing the futility of trying
Reprinted from.
Walton summarized that stumember of the lay priesthood.
to
alter church standards through
There are about 15 black stuBYU Daily Universe
dents there more or less feel that
"Blacks rightfully perceive this dents at BYU, four or five of social pressure, another said,
PROVO, Utah--Just back from the doctrine of Mormon church is
as a racist, discriminatory doc- these being from Nigeria.
"People don't change our religion,
the University of Arizona, racist and it perpetuates racism
trine," the committee stated, but
The University team disagreed God changes our religion. There's
ASBYU President Brian Walton in society by giving members a
admitted, "This doctrine of the with this explanation, however, nothing we as students can do,
called yesterday for a "reevalua- crutch for their own prejudices.
church is beyond any student and reported, "This defense of a although we also feel this doctrine
tion of our goals" in intercollegibody or church membership to lackluster black recruitment pro- is unfair.''
Walton noted the University of
ate
relations.
change.
"You've taken us at face value
gram must also be discounted.
"I don't think it's possible to Arizona Senate, composed of 36
"There are no other facts Eastern Arizona Junior College and now we'll just have to see if
thwart the demonstrations (at students, voted to accept the
available which would indicate and Cochise College, both Arizona everyone meant what they said,"
WAO games) completely," said recommendations, of the factthat it would take anything but a schools, are in similar white pop- stated the BYU student president,
Walton. He felt, however, it is finding committee from Arizona
revelation from God, as the Mor- ulation areas and have increased "I think the best thing is that
possible to show that aU BYU which visited BYU last week,
mon religion says, to grant the their black enrollment.''
you've been honest with us.''
students are not isolated from the despite the charges of a mostly
priesthood to blacks."
"When
we
originally
planned
Four blacks were contacted
world and are not "retrogressive white, radical organization called
BYU Student President Brian last year during BYU's athletic for this trip I only expected to
the United Front Organization,
conservatives.''
Walton explained, "Belief in pro- recruitment program, Watts said, obtain facts on the posiition of
which
termed the commission findHe said his trip was a "real serphets is very intrinsic for all Mor- ant two of them are now mem- BYU and the church as they
ings "a whitewash.''
vice"
to
the
moderates
with
whom
mons and it is hard for others to bers of the football team.
relate to race," said Eggers, "I
He quoted one commission memhe spoke. He added that even the
understand, how much so. Docnever
expected to be making sug"I think we've made a beginber
as telling the UFO, "Stop
radicals
thanked
him
for
coming
trines can't be changed simply by ning," he added, "If you'll re- gestions to the school about ways
trying
to use BYU as a scapeand
"no
one
said
'Racist
Go
mandate or by demands from member when blacks were first of improving their situation."
goat.''
Home.'"
Among suggestions made withThe biggest problem he enWalton said the Black Student
countered was with "adamant" Union president told him there
students who had met a "racist was just as much racism at the
Mormon," said Walton. "Doctrine University of Arizona as there
notwithstanding, when they come was at BYU.
up with a racist Mormon, that's
Walton expressed concern that
the most evidence of all," lamentstudents at BYU will console
ed Walton.
themselves with the though that
Commenting upon the e:fe•cts of BYU is neither more nor less
It takes you about an hour to eat a
his visit, Walton said, "We showed
What can we do about it? Two
nice, leisurely dinner. Fcom the time
that
rational dialog is possible racist than other schools. "Racism
already
spent
on
our
Food
for
Peace
is a problem and one that we
you start your appetizer to the lime things. We can try to increase the food Program.)
with those who do want to undersupply. And we can try to check the
should take care of," claimed
you finish your dessert, 417 people will growth
stand.''
There's
a
lot
at
stake.
Not
only
the
of population.
Walton.
die from starvation.
lives
of
the
starving
people
of
the
Some progress has. been made in world. But our lives. And the lives of
You see, world population has increasing
food supply. But not nearly
1
a ready out-grown world food supply. enough has
been done in reducing our children, A hungry world can
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an population growth.
never be a peaceful world.
under-dcvelopedcountrydicsasaresult
Take a few minutes to wire, write
A
crash
program
is needed to control
of illness caused by malnutrition. population growth in the hungry, over- or telephone anyone in Washington
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417 populated areas of the world. And it you think might be helpful. Urge the
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths must
begin now. While there is still time. speeding up pf Government action in
every day. Most of them children.
the population emergency. And write
A White House panel has recom- us
And that's just a taste of things to mended
for more information and ideas on
that
the
United
States
Govcome. Experts predict that tens of mil- ernment spend at least $100 million a how you can help.
lions-even hundreds of miUions-will
We must act now. The longer we
OTTAWA (UPJ) - Canada
on family planning help to under- wait,
die from famine in the years ahead year
the
more
people
will
die
from
today
announced establishment of and territorial intgerity, nonindeveloped nations, (That's only a tiny
unless something is done about it.
starvation,
That's
something
to
think
diplomatic relations with Red terference in each other's inh•rnal
fraction of the $15 ~ we've about over dinner tonight.
China.
affairs and equality and mutual
In announcing the diplomatic benefit, have decided upon mutual
CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION
tics,
Canada acknowledged the rceognition and estahlishnH'nt of
EMERSON fOOTE, CHAIRMAN
EUGENE BLACK, former head, World Dank
regime as "the sole legal diplomatic relations, ctfectiv(•
Peking
MAR!!INER S. ECCLES. former Chairman,
Dn. DETLEV DRONK, former Prcsi<len4
Oct. t:J, 1970," the joint commuFRANCIS
T.
I•.
PLIMPTON,
.
government of Chinn.''
Fcderol Reserve lJoard
Rockefeller UnivcrsiLy
former AmbitSSador a nil Deputy U.S. Rep.
nique
said.
HENRY C. FLOWER, JR.,
HAROLD W. DOSlR.OM, Vice President.
to_lhe United Nations
External
Affairs
Minister
former Vice Chaitman,
UOP Ttansponation Equipment Group
ROCKEFEI.LER I'RENT!CH
"The
Chinese government reJ.
Walter
Thompson
CO.
Mitchell
Sharp
announced
the
MRS. AI.DERT D. LASKER
EI.MO ROPER, Public Opinion Analyst
DR. PHILIP M. HAUSER,
LESSING J. ROSENWALD
affirms
that
Taiwan is an inalienDR. IIAROI.D C. UREY, Nobel Laureate
move
in
the
House
of
Commons
Unitenity of Chicago
JONAS SAI.K, M.D .• The Salk Institute
FRANK Vl ABRAMS, former Chairman,
JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCH, Author
ADOLPH W. SCHMIDT, T. Mellon & Sons
and released a joint communique, able part of the territory of the
Stondard Oil Company of New Jetscy
CHARLES E. SCRIPPS, Chairman,
THURMAN W. Al!NOLD,
MRS. CORDEUA S. MAY, Laurel Foundation
distributed simultaneously in People's Uepublic of China. 'rhc
Scripps-Howard Newspapers
formct As.,io;tnnt U.S. AUomcy General
FOWLER McCORMICK, former Chairman,
LEWIS L. STRAUSS,
Canadian government takes note
Peking and Ottawa.
THOMAS D. CABOT, Chairman,
International Harvester' Co.
former Sccrctnryof Commerce
C::~bot Corportuion
HUGH MOORE, Founder. Dixie Cup CoMpany
CIIARLES P, TAFT,
of this position of the Chinese
"The
government
of
Canada
JOHN COWLES, Chainnan
ALI.AN NEVINS, President,
former Mayor of Cincinnati
MinncapoJL• Star nnd Tribune
and the government of tlte Peo- government.
American Aendcmy of Arts & Letters
WILLIAM H. VAND!!RDILT
GENERAL WILUAM H. DRAPt!R, JR,
Cortner
Governor
of
Rhode
Island
DR.REINI!OLDNIEOUHR,
Professor
Emeritus,
"'l'hc Canadian government reformer Ambassador to NATO
ple's Repuhlic of China, in acROBERT 0. WEilL~ Treasurer,
Union Theological Scminnry
Genesee Brewing L:ompany
cognizes
the government of the
cordance with the principles of
I
. ;;::
·:-· L
.
People's
Republic
o£ Chinn as the
mutual
respect
for
sovere
gnaty
fi
•41 IJ,ifi&r• LIX'J
Idi:
solo legal government of China.
"Tho Canadian and Chines.~
governments have agreed to exHOURS: 8:30-5:30 M-F & 9:00-12;00 Sat.
No Registration l=ee
change ambassadors within six
months, and to provide all neces·
sary assistance for the establishment and the performance of the
functions of diplomatic missions.

BYU Student Leader
Seeks New Directions

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation.·

Canadian Government
Recognizes Red China
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PERSONNEL, INC. Means .Employment

LEGALSECY.
T-60, SH-80. Must ho.ve
dictapltonc and legal exp,
N""d by 10/15.

l'ARTTIME
Food service helpers:~ Want
fnGt wortu.~r~ qui~k to learn,

Soo tltfa space each Monday
or Tuesday for New ioba
each Week.

GENERA]'. OFFICE
Good typing, must ba
sharp! Worl< into booklcccpln!!·coUcciioo clerk.

WE GUARANTEE-PERSONAl AT-TENTION-LOW FEES
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By

United Press International

Withdrawal of 40,000 Troops
HARTFORD, Conn.-President Nixon announced Monday 40,000
more U.S. troops would be brought home from South Vietnam by
Christmas, 30,000 more than originally planned.
The President said the accelerated withdrawal pace-part of 150,000
men he hoped to order home by next May-was made possible by the
"Vietnamization" program, the improved posture of the South
Vietnamese Army and the Cambodian incursion during May and June.
By Dec. 31, Nixon said, the American troop level will be 344 OOG-a
reduction of 205,500 men since he took office in January, 1969.'
The announcement came as Nixon visited with newspaper editors
and broadcast officials from more than a dozen northeastern states.

Nelson
Queen Candidates
Sandy Shotter and Karen Nelson are two of the
three finalists in the Homecoming Queen Election.
The third finalist is Sam T1c~ggard.
The identity of this year's queen will remain a

secret until halftime ot Saturday's football game
with New Mexico State.
The winner is decided by the number of points
accumulated during Friday's election with the
queen being the one who received the most points.

(One of the Best Damn Rock Bands)

Senate Okays Crime Bill

WASHINGTON-The Senate gave congressional approval Monday to
President Nixon's crime bill aimed at halting the spread of organized
crime, accepting by voice vote House provisions to crack down on
terrorist bombings.
The Senate's acceptance of the House changes eliminated the need
for a House-Senate conference committee to reconcile their different
bills and meant the President could sign the bill into law before the
No .:>3 elections.
The Senate had approved the organized crime bill Jan. 23 on a 73-1
vote.
a_nd at the urging of Sen John McClellan D·Ark., went along with
Popejoy Hall, conducted by Kurt
Frederick. Guest artist will be pro I910ns the House added when it passed the bill 341 to 26 last week.
These changes include the death penalty for those convicted of fatal
Lillian Fuchs considered by many
to be the greatest violist of the bomb~ngs and authorization for FBI agents to investigate campus
bombmgs and arson, even if local and school officials object.
century.
The bill would permit judges to impose additional sentences of up to
By CHARLES ANDREWS
25 years on certain "dangerous adult special offenders" convicted of
crimes which carry lesser penalties; allow special grand juries to indict
Congestion on older, or issue report on noncriminal misconduct by appointed government
heavily-traveled routes is reduced officials.
when new Interstate highways in a
The measure also would make it a crime to use money from
travel corridor are opened, ?rganized crime to acquire or establish a legitimate business in
according to the American mters~ate commerce and make it a federal crime to participate in a
Automobile Association.
conspiracy to obstruct the enforcement of state or local gambling
A recent report by the Federal gambling laws.
Highway Administration found
that, in 12 of 16 corridors
analyzed, traffic on the older
roads fell by 50 percent or more
. MONTREAL-Two separatist commando cells holding a British
and remained at these levels for as diplomat. and a Quebec cabinet minister quarrelled Monday over the
long as 10 years.
ransom they demand of the government for their release.

Steppenwolf at Civic Oct. 24
Were Pissed" Oct. 15 and 16, at
the Newman Center auditorium,
followed by a discussion of drug
use by a psychiatrist, a sociology
professor, the director of the
methodone program, a priest, a
minister, and two ex-junkies. (I
don't know anything about that
last one except what I've seen
advertised, but it sounds pretty
interesting. I guess if you want
to learn some facts about drugs
you're best off getting the dope
from the horse's mouth, so to
speak.)
S teppenwolf is slated for a
concert Oct. 2·1, at the civic
auditiorium. Tickets are now on
sale, at the usual places, for $4
now, will be $5 at the door. First
come-best seat basis, which
stinks if you're willing to lay out a
little bread for the best seats but
is great if you dig showing up at 6
a.m. to stake out a claim.
Steppenwolf, besides being (on
their good nights) one of the best
damn rock bands anywhere, are
worth listening to for their
political statements. John Kay, in
particular, has been saying and
doing some interesting things
lately, I'm attempting to arrange
an interview with him, so watch
for it sometime around the 24th.

*****
Another great dance experience
is coming to UNM, though hardly
in the vein of Edward Villella and
classical ballet. The Nikolais
Dance Theatre will perform next
Tuesday Oct. 20, at Popejoy Hall.
Considered one of the premier
modern dance companies in the
world,
they-and
especially
guiding genius Alwin
Nikolais-have received high praise
from Clive Barnes and The Village
Voice, from Boston to Belgrade.
Nikolais will give a lecture and
demonstration the day before in
Popejoy Hall at 3:30, which will
be free and open to the public.
Tuesday afternoon he will
conduct a master class for UNM
dance instructor Elhmbeth Water's
classes.

*****
Theater lovers-if you hutn'l'y
you can take in a lot in the next
week and n half. "After The Rain"
has one more performance this
evening, at 8, at the University
of Albuquerque; "You Know I
Can't Hear You When The
Water's Running" is an Albuquerque Little Theater production
starting Oct. 16 (through the
25th); "Oh What A Lovely War"
opens the Rodey Theater season,
playing Oct:. 21-25; and The .
Drama Stick presents "Tripping
In God's House, Man, The Angels

*****

Commando Cells Fight Over Ransom

I'm giving up plugging the
Friday night movies in the Union
theater, after two unsuccessful
attempts to attend them. It's not
a matter of revenge; it's just that
they don't need the publicity
Too many people already know
what's playing and the line-up at
the ticket office in the lobby has
reached ridiculous proportions. I
would suggest calling first if you
want to go Fridays. It's still
possible to make the
Saturday·Sunday shows without
too much hassle, though. "Alice's
Restaurant" plays this weekend.

Chicanas Meeting
There will be an organizational
meeting for Chicanas tonight at 8
in Union room 250·C. The goals
and purposes of the organization
will be discussed. All Raza women
are invited.

The Front De Libe~ation Du. Quebec (FLQ), which earlier Monday
suspended death deadlmes hangmg over the two political hostages and
na~ed a represe~tati~e to negotiate with the government, reinstated
~he1r. thr~at to kill Pierre Laporte, provincial minister of labor and
Immigration. But no deadline was set.
They o~f:red to free British Trade Commissioner James C. Cross on
two
conditions-but
to kill Laporte unless four other were also
complied
with.

The two
FLQfashion.
cells, each of which holds one l10stage ' in classic
guerrilla
security

BEER

**** *
The UNM Orchestra opens its
season Friday at 8:15 p.m. in

TALK

STROBE LIGHTS

by Ed McMahon

POSTERS
BLACK_LIGHTS

In wlziclz tltc candid connoisseur
answers questions about
Beer, and lite drinking of same.

COLOR ORGANS
Tapes from
$1.00 to $5.77
Complete rccordlng, ri.!pah· and

installation

facilities.

Thou-

sands of tapes to choose f1•om.listcn before you buy!
BankAmericard/Master (;]mrge

look for the orange bldg.
256·7241

s ;..N
"'<:,

!>

MA r~: 0
• 1t

("

........................... ,.
kapy _korner

DEAR ED: Every now and then,
I see guys putting salt in their
beer. What's it all about?
ALFIE
DEAR ALFIE: I'll tell you what
it's about ... it's about to drive
me crazy! Now, I have nothing
against salt. On hard-boiled eggs.
Or french fries. But not in my
Bud®.
Putting salt in beer, some say,
perks up the head ... or livens
up the taste ... makes the beer
"drier." With Budweiser, though,
all salt can do is make it salty.
Because Bud is already just about
perfect.
So save the salt for the popcorn, please. We put heart, soul and our exclusive Beechwood
Ageing into Budweiser. All you need to enjoy it is a glass ... or drink it right from the can,
if that's your bag •..

Beer questions? Write: Ed Mc-Mahon, Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 721 Pesta{ozzi St., St.Louis,Mo.63118

....

llAR'l'ENDEit

Mnst bo CXJ>crlonr.cd. Day

ohirt, J1i'o11tlgo cotnbiU.hmcnL.

NOW!

$CASH$
EARNINGS

WEEKJ'.Y

Hlootl l'lnomn Dooe>ra Needed I

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
1807 Cl?ntrnl N.~J.
'rOL'S.•Snt. S-5

Bigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No

special rates for dissarlotions-rcqulred f)aper supplied freo
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building &'120 Madeira NE
2 47·4406

.......................................... ....,
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limit
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Bud erser.
KING OF BEERS®

ANIIEUSER·BUSCIJ, INC. • ST.lOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGElES • TAMPA • HOUSTON • COlUMBUS • JACKSONVIllE • MERRIMACK
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·.:, :·:-1 Quarterback Rocky Long

-~ ....j WAC Player-of-the-Week
\. :

third
in a row.
d
Als oweek
nominated by UNM Hea
Coach Rudy Feldman for WAC

Rocky Long

Sebring ®Hair
Design for Men

Lobo Rushers Show Well
In League Top Ten List
The Lobo rushing statistics are
making their mark. Statistics released from the WAC office yesterday show that for th~ first
time in the conference history,
four backs from the same team
are all ranked in the league's top
10 rushers.
Sam Scarber leads the confer·

!ler ltfitnerschnitul

', '•

Expert Long Hair Design
No Nets, Gels, Laqucr
Sprays, Heat, or Other

Sissy Put Ons
For Appointment Call
255·0166
)<;o4 Cciitral Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

New Mexico quarterback Rocky
Long has been named WAC offensive Player-of -th e-wee1'·
The announcement, coming from
the office of Commissioner Wiles
Hallock yesterday credited Long
with the award for his perfor. t San J ose Sta te
mance agams
Oct. 10 in a game New Mexico
won, 48-25. Long ran for 147
d · 1 d'
yar
s, me
mg t wo t ouchdowns '
One for
twou Yards
and another for
41. Long also completed two of
six passes for 19 yards. The Lobo
total offense amassed 429 yards
behind Long's signal calling, to
secure a position in the nation's
top 10 total offense teams for the

MIX OR MATCH SALE
5 FOR $1.00
chili dog
french fries
mustard dog
kraut dog
baked beans
Through Oct. 18

4201 Central
4901 Lomas
5810Menaul

ence with 436 yards in 78 attempts while Fred Henry has a
hold o~ the number three position with 390 yards in only 54
carries.
The other two starting backs
in the Lobo backfield are Rocky
Long and Nate McCall, who are
seventh and ninth, respectively.
Other interesting statistics generated by the Lobos this year are
that he hree running backs are
also he team's leaders in number
of pass receptions. Henry is the
leader with seven and McCall and
Scarber have five apiece.
And for the light side, it may
be noted that in catching those
five passes, Scarber has gained
a grand total of one yard for an
average of seven inches per reception.

I

Poetry Contest
research conferences begin,
Beginning with the spring 1971 Zwoyer will attend the annual
issul;! , ''A lkahest: American meeting of the board of directors,
College Poetry "will award which establishes policy and
annually a first prize of $100 and procedure for the organization.
a second prize of $50 for the best
The UNM civil engineer
undergraduate poems published returned recently from a joint
during the year.
meeting of the Texas and New
Published by Wesleyan Mexico sections· of ASCE. The
University Press, "Alkahest" is a conference was in El Paso.
semi-annual magazine of superior
Ski Club
poetry written by undergraduates
The
UNM
Ski Club will meet
in American colleges. The
tonight
at
8
in
the Union Theater.
deadline for submissions is Nov. 1.

run to set another score just behonors was Lobo defensive line- fore halftime, and the three Lopo
backer Houston Ross. Ross, as interceptions.
.
We ll as Long, is a junior
d f t?ise
''Houston Ross had an exceptionseason. He totaled liZ ~ ensiV
ally fine game," was th; ;ray
points for the evening agamst the Feldman summed up the big JU';!Ivan Lippi-led San Jose offense. ior's performance. He also said
Besides 10 assisted tackles and he was pleased with the performsix unassisted
blocl'ed
a kick tackles,
(a fieldRoss
goalalso
at- ances of Denn1's Timpe and George
'
B
)
Oakes on defense.
tempt by Spartan Larry arnes '
Feldman was distressed about
and
intercepted
two
passe~
for
the
team's sportic kickoff
the Lobos. He returned one mter.97 coverd
h!'.ch
allowed
a
-yar re1
ception for a touchdown ear Y m age w
the second half. The score put tur~ and a couple of near break.
Th
s
10
the Lobos well ahead, 34 • ·
e av;~l~o we were unable to adjust
announcement proclaimin~ the to their passes to the fullback
WAC defensive player Will be coming out qf the backfield," he
made later today.
·
f llb k Dale Knott
At a press luncheon yesterday, said. Spartan u ac
Feldman had praise for Lon,g, bu.t made 10 receptions on the same
t
t f the back
also for h is whole squad. This play, ah coun
tl er ourt ob ck throwswas a real team effort," he said. field w ere 1e qua er a
"We forced mistakes and as a to the fullback who he had faked
result of those mistakes were a.ble to originally.
.
to score 28 points by only gomg
about 28 yards. We were also
able to make the critical plays."
All persons interested in trying
Feldman
mentioned
Houston out for the Lobo Mascot, "Loui~
Ross's block of a field goal at- the Lobo, should drop by Bo
tempt in the second quarter wh.ich Epsteinds office in room 170 of
prevented San Jose from tymg Johnson Gym, anytime today or
the game, Fred Henry's 76-yard tomorrow.

Young Democrats
"Emergency Sessions-Elections 1970!" The Young
Democrats will meet tonight at 8
in Union room 231-E. The
organizing meeting will attempt to
present the democratic caravan
and sponsor a rally in the near
future. The YD's will also be
sponsoring Sen. George McGovern
on campus on Oct. 24.

Lobo Mascot

Grad Receives Award

./

Fire Chief Preparing
Union Fire Exit Plan

UNM's first recorded football
games were played in 1892. \he
university team was beaten twice,

An emergency fire exit plan for
the Union will be prepared this
week by the Albuquerque Fire
Prevention Bureau, Union
Director Ron Baum said
yesterday.
"The Union has never had a fire
drill procedure " Baum said. "I
asked the fire department to
inspect the entire Union so ~he
Union staff and the fire
department may coordinate an
effective fire evacuation
procedure." The inspection was
completed Oct. 5.
The Lobo asked Chief Ray
Kuhn of the Fire Prevention
Bureau when the evacuation route
would be ready. He said a report
of the inspection and an
evacuation route should be
submitted simultaneously this
week to Union officials. The
evacuation route, he added, would
"take a matter of an hour" to
construct but the Union had not
yet given the fire department a
map of the building with which to
draw evacuation plans.
Bamn did discover the Union

J
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Lob;:;~photo by Deanne Still~an

KUNM quarterback Andy
Garmezy (right) is harassed by
Lobo rushing linemen Don Burge
(left) and Shannon Robinson
(middle) as he throws one of his
six interceptions for the
afternoon. The Lobo beat KUNM,
24·0.

One of Six

THE D~AMA STICK...
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A ONE ACT PLAY F6LL.O\NS) BY
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Tu<•sdny, Oct. 13
Community Medicine; Union, room
253; 11: !lO a.m.
M.A.S.H.; Union, room 231-A; 6
p.m.
Mortal' Board; Union, room 231·0;
6:30p.m.
Mountaineering Club; Union, room
250·0,E; 7:30p.m.
Blue Koy; Union, room 231·D; 8
p.m.
IFC; Union, room 253; 8 p.m.
Sid C!u~ Union, theater; 8 p.m.

il

/('E.V. DJa EuJoll)HINIST~, PHIL.It-JS'ftUCIOI2:

Zwoyer

has " four and a half units of space
for exiting per unit of public space
and the city fire code requires a
minimum of two and one half. He
said the maximum legal capacity
for the Union theater allows 218
students and this area is probably
the only part in the Union which
gets dangerously full, mainly
during weekend movies.
"We have a tremendous amount
of traffic in the Union," Baum
said, "and we do need to know
how to instruct people about
evacuating the building."

Eugene M. Zwoyer, professor
of civil engineering at UNM, will
attend the annual national
meeting of the American Society
of Civil Engineers Sunday through
next Friday in New York City.
Zwoyer, a member of the
19-member board of directors of
the organization will participate
in meetings of the Membership
Qualifications Committee and
Task Committee on Membership
Structure both of which he chairs
and meetings of the Publications
and Information Service
Committees, on which he also
serves.
Before regular scientific and

The speaker will be Bill Hedger
and plans will be made for the
Thanksgiving ski trip.

Inter-Religious Council
Inter-religious council will be
endorsing Sen ate candidates
tonight at 1633 Grand N.E.
(Baptist Student Union).
Endorsements will begin at 6;30
p.m. Candidates are requested to
bring a written platform.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to

run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6e
per word and the minimum number of

words to 10.

WHERE: Journaliom Building. Room
169, afternootlB Preferably or mail.

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS
WANTED: Boy with white husky type dog
at UNM·San Jose football game last
Saturday evening. Call 256-0688 after
5 pm.

City Commissioner G.P. Reyes
has proposed a "Young People
and Police Depolarization
Council," which will be !}resented
at a public meeting Wednesday at
City Hall.
City Manager Richard Wilson,
Police Chief Paul Sha•Jer and the
other city commissioners have
been invited to the meeting, at 8
p.m. on the seventh floor, said
Carl LoPopolo, director of the
New Mexico Coalition. The
Coalition has been trying to bring
about a board Which would
resolve young people's complaints
of police harassment.
Reyes has called for study
groups composed of police and
community representatives to
create an awareness of each
other's problems and find ways of
solving them. He has also
proposed that young people be
allowed to work as volunteer aides
in the police department.

UNM NROTC graduate John Duffy Taylor has been
named to receive the 1970 Orville Wright Achievement
Award for his military flying proficiency while serving
with Training Squadron 28 at Corpus Christi, Tex.
Taylor was selected for the award for his overall
academic and flight grades, including a final grade of 81.6,
highest in the squadron.
"Duff .Taylor is now on duty on Okinawa, where he is
a pilot with Patrol Squadron Six which is on submarine
and ship surveillance in the western Pacific.
The 25-year-old aviator graduated from UNM in 1968
with a B.S. in mathematics and was a member of Phi Beta
Kappa.
The Orville Wright Achievement Award is sponsored by
the Order of the Daedalians, a non-political, charitable
fraternity of military pilots.

.

YOYO-AWL loves you and

will be there
on the 29th. I'm on my way home. "Here
comes the sun." Awlie. 10/13

WANT TO READ three times faster?
Raise grades-cut study time. EVELYN
WOOD READING DYNAMICS. Class
starts Monday, Oct. 19, 7 pm. 10/19
liAVE TALENT? Need talent! Need information? Call Head Stap Switchboard.
242 ..?0~4.

10/:!.~

THUNDERBIRD literary and art magazine needs fiction, nrt, poetry, eW.
Deadline Oct. 30. Rm. 205 J onrnnlism
Bldg.
HELP our Earth. Buy biodegradable soap.
Stan. 268-7244, after 3. 10/16
COMPLETE MIRAGE and cover now in.
Pick up in Rm. 205, Journalism Bldg,
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.
2)
LOST & FOUND
LOST: GREEN suede purse, wallet, I.D.'s
and pictures. Keep money, but p1ensc r«!..
turn the rest. No questions asked, Re-

ward offered. 277-3194. 10/19.
LOST-n grey female kitten at Stanford
Block Party: call 842-8950. 10/19
$10 REWARD for information leading to
return a! Red Columbia bicycle, three
speed hnndgrip gear, serial No. S095152.
Call Mark 877-918I. 10/19
MEN'S BLACK lrame glasses with case.
Lost nenr Hokonn. Chnrlcs-277-2986.
10/16
3)
SERVICES
PRIVATE PARKING available soon. Low
rnonthJy rates. For information and reservations call 296·8161. 10/19
FINGER PICKING. Guitar IC!!sons In
funky fingering-call Lewis at L.P.
Pimentel and Sons Guitar Shop: 3344972, 10/15
TYPlNG. IBM Electric typewriter. Near
University. 266-3181. 10/16
MECHANICS COLLECTIVE-Head Stop
Center {J.~ree Store) now offerlng Vo]ks ...
wagen tunt!-up and repmr. 242·2034 or

242-72114. 10/14
5)
I~ORSALE
LEATHER COAT in brautiful conditionhardJ:t worn. OriJdnalll" $126. asking SOG.
Call 277·48~8 betwe<n 1:30·4 :00 pm.
10!13
1970 BSA 650 338 miles 31275. Call 2772361. 10/16

5)
FOR SALE
1967 BSA 650ce. Lightning, new engln
$500. Kikon FT body and meter, black,
recent overhaul $100. Jon Kaplan. 2772518, lenve message, 10/13
TRAVELING SKI LODGE. 1969 VW Custom l\lade, oc of a kind. 24,000 miles.

ReCrig,, stove, air-conditioning, ski-Jock..
era. Perfect condition, private party. Ask-

ing $4300. 246-1717. I0/19
1968 TRIUMPH Bonneville, new motor,
tire, paint. $925. Ed Haddaway, llO
Arno SE. 10/19
BICYCLES, PARTS, and service-Gitanc,
Raleigh, Z2vs-'l'ouring-ProfGsionnl Olympic Cycles and Sports. 1031 Snn
Mateo SE. 266-9100. 10/16
MOTORCYCLE TRIUMPH "500" Peytona. 1969, low mileage. $850. 296-8204.
I0/13
G.E. SOLID STATE STEREO phonograph. $66 or best offer. Call 842-ll959,
10/14
HUSKY.SHEPHERD pups for onle. Big
and healthy. $10. 2521 Candelaria NW.
10/12
200 USED TV's-all styles. $15 up. 441
Wyoming NE. 255-6987. 10/16
6)
EMPLOYMENT
EARN EXTRA $80-$90 week. Cnll 299·0770
8 am. dnily, 10/16
CARING FOR INFANTS in Childcarc
Nurncry at Unlv. Contact Dondi nt 2772518 10/14
CASHIER-post Payment.. $300. ACME
PERSONNEL, 1303 Snn I'edro NE. 266·
3546. 10/15
DRS. RECEPTIONIST-light typing $360.
ACME PERSONNELL. 1303 San Pedro
NE. 250-3546. 10/15
7)
MISCELLANEOUS
WILL PAY for live trout to stock pond.
Call 256-0688 after 5 pm.
IF ANYONE finds a woman's gold ID
bracelet with a double chnin, mail it Jn
any envelope marked campus maU-no

postag.,_to llolC 20, UNM.

I~IGHT NE\V';igzng--~-'o,:cvi;.cn.,.:.::;_m_n-:cl:-:,i-n..,-w-:i::-th

full factory gunrnnU>~. NationniJy adver..
tiz{'(l llra!ld to be sold for sao each.
Monthly payments n'YaiJabiC'~ Thme maw
chine::~ may he lnstll"Ct<'c1 in warehouse at

United Freight Sal<"!. 3920 San Mnteo
NE. 9-9 1\fon-~'ri. Sat till 6. 10/19 '
1970 STEREO CONSOLES (walnut] 4-

--~-----

--~·~-~~ ~

-

sllea.kers, $SR. Also st<.'rro t•otnponeut sys ..
t<'ms eompl<'te with Garrard <'hanger,
BPI.'nkt>rs and dust <'OVers. Bxtra. ja.rks
for additional tape derk. S79.9G or
mnnlhly pa;rmflnt.<J. United FrC!'ight Sales.

3920 San Mateo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat.
till 6. 10/19

CLA§§KFIED
ADVER'"fK§ING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's I0 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Persona Is
5. For Salo

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT~--· TIMES STARTING _ _ __

Want Ads say it
•m a B"rg w
, ay ..II

TWO LOCATIOI\15:
518 CENTRAl S.W. AlSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Y<>ars Old

TVIb Ex-JUNKIES

Proof of Ag& Requirnd

'CN\fZ.IBUTIONS _iJ.OO

Albq. Chapter #50
P.O. Box 14144
Albq, N.M. 87111

City Commissioner

J

'-,

CAMPUS BRIEF§

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

lltURS. ~ FRI. OCTOBEK 15-l~·e30r.H

518 Central S.W.
Ph, 243·0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open, Adult Books,

,Oj

TH£ NE.'N'HAN CE~TEJZ:, AUD.
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Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Mldnltn

,1

. NEW MEXICO LOBO
i'

I J I

Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movi&)

t ,.

I
li
'
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ENCLOSED$·----

PLACED BY------------

People in
Glass
Houses

The following editorial was
originally printed in the Arizona
Daily Wildcat. While I do not agree
with the wording of the editorial in
total, I feel it's message is well-taken:
We should start cleaning our own
house before we criticize other
houses. The University, The Lobo,
the Albuquerque community, and
every student at UNM must examine
our own white racism before we look
for problems at BYU. The racial
situation at BYU, after all, is only a
microcosm of the racism which every
black, brown and red man must face·
every day.
Yet, since we as a white
community have shown so much
hesitation in examining our own
racist policies, the demonstrations
against the Mormon Church, which is
racist because of it's attitude that
black men are not qualified to hold
high church positions, should
continue. For only when enough
people are aware of the racist
Mormon practices, will people have a
precedent against which to measure
their own mcism.
Sarah Laidlaw
The University of Arizona
"fact-finding" committee which
traveled to BYU over the weekend
has returned with a detailed report
declaring it "could find nothing to

indicate that Brigham Young far to go in the area of race relations
University is a racist institution or before we can afford to divert more
that there may be any more or less than token energy to solving such
racism present thau at any other problems at other schools.
school."
There are scholarship programs for
blacks
and chicanos at Arizona but
At the conclusion of their report
the six-member delegation asked for there are many more needy students
all Western Athletic Conference than there is money to keep them in
(WAC) schools including this school, school. Minority high school
to suspend further demonstrations students are encouraged to attend
school here but recruitment is not as
and disruptions aimed at BYU.
vigorous
as it should be and
Notable, however, is that the
fact-finding committee went further enrollment percentages for minority
than an assessment of the situation group graduatf?s of Arizona high
at BYU and made several concrete schools have far below that of white
suggestions through which the school graduates. Bond and other blacks
can shed its "racist" image. These have spoken on this campus but no
included black recruitment teams to consistent program of bringing black
bring more black athletes to the and chicano personalities to speak
campus, a stepped-up high school has ever been developed.
BYU, in one way, is al1ead of us.
relations program likewise aimed at
attention and pressure will
Public
recruiting more blacks and a black
scholarship program. BYU was also force it to take. immediate steps
encouraged to make every effort to toward rectifying its race problem.
engage its students and faculty in No such pressure has been applied
active debate on major social issues, here.
Would it not be far better for
to begin a black speakers program to
bring such persons as Whitney Young groups like the Black Student Union
and Julian Bond to campus and to to center their attention on this
establish better communications campus where constnJCtive programs
to benefit their people can be
with other WAC schools.
implemented rather than participate
These ideas are sound and BYU in futile demonsirations against a
should pay heed to these suggestions far-away school which is attempting
also. The lack of blacks here is not as to rectify its problem?
pronounced as at BYU but we have
Daily Wildcat
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Angela Davis Captured in New York City
Wanted for California Courtroom Shootout
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In addition to Judge Haley, the
shootout resulted in the deaths of two
San Quentin convicts and Jonathan P.
Jackson, 17, who carried the guns that
Da~is bought from gunshops and
allegedly brought to the courtroom.
Jackson was Davis' close friend and
often served as her bodyguard. The
two convicts killed in the shooting
were James McClain, 37, who was
charged with stabbing a San Quentin
guard and Arthur Christmas, 27, who

was appearing as a witness in
McClqin's trial.
Among New Left cultists, Davis was
taking on the proportions of a folk
hero. Her name was more and more
mentioned with those of Eldridge
Cleaver and Ernesto "Che" Guevara as
an exemplary revolutionary.
The FBI declined to name the
motel she was arrested at, or to say
where she would be held. At 7:50
p.m. (EDT) she was taken from their
East 67th Street headquarters to an
undisclosed location for the night
pending further action We.dnesday.
Arrested with Davis was David
Rudolph Poindexter Jr. a 36-year-old
black who has been charged witf>
harboring her from police.
Poindexter is reportedly an heir to
substantial wealth, the FBI said.

*

Portrait of a Black Revolutionary

'

Letters:

Davis, 26, a former instructor at
UCLA, is an avowed Communist and
was placed on the FBI's most wanted
fugitive list after Superior Judge
Harold J. Haley, 65, was killed in a
gun battle Aug. 7 when convicts
appearing in his court attempted to
escape.
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Let The Free University Be

By BILL SCHURTER
You may say that we already have
Let there be a Free University. I
a
Free
U. And, you may want to tell possible and, at the same time,
see a need for a place where the
allows us to join any group we want
citizens of this community can find me how little enthusiasm there is for over a period of a year? And, if you
people-turned on people-who are the Fre_e. U .{including that farcical don't have the money, volunteer a
interested in sharing their trips and strike that brought through the couple of afternoons of work in the
picking up from others the kind of doors of the Free U many who had office. Either work or a small fee
hits that the Straight University little respect for the sanctity of the would, then, entitle us to carry
doesn't recognize-as belonging to the idea behind it). You may point out around a groovy little card that lets
legitimate mainline bullshit that is that the Free U as it exists today is a us into anything happening at the
necessary for successful completion poorly organized attempt at being Free U. (Maybe we could get the
of a Humpty Dumpty degree in free-in that it isn't; free at all, but theaters to honor it as a "student
Nothingness. Let there be a exists as a pampered fledgling living I. D.''?) Registration would,
under the bony wing of an indulgent
Switchboard that helps people get parent
naturally, be continuous, thereby
University.
together.
eliminating
those lines.
Right on! We don't have a Free
You are going up the mountain on.
Given the money (our money) to
Saturday to collect those out-of-sight University. And, we won't have a
Free
University
until
there
are
print a readable catalogue of
mushrooms. So, on Thursday you
who
can
get
into
the
happenings
at the Free U and given
enough
people
call the Free U and four or five
heads
of
those
few
who
are
at
in putting on the show,
our
interest
beautify people can share the
experience with you (and the gas, present carrying the name of the all we need is classrooms, right?
too). We need to exchange ideas and Free U. Hear how I would dig to Wrong, friend. Maybe you missed the
materials. You have had that copy of know the Free University of point. The Free U belongs to the
Gibbons' "Stalking the Healthful Albuquerque: It must exist off people-the community. So, the Free
Herbs" on the shelf for years. Why campus and separate from UNM. It is U happens in the community. We
not call the Free U and discover the not the case that everyone interested need it to do it ourselves. If, when
in sharing learning experiences is on you have a course to "teach" and
place and time for a class that is campus.
you don't have the six by six pad,
digging nature'n cures? · Take your
The
Free
U
needs
to
get
money
that someone interested in
expect
dusty book to the next
($10)
from
those
who
use
it.
Of
meeting with you will offer his place
meeting-someone will thank you for
course,
there
are
those
negativists
know of where to get it.
or
sharing it. We all have something to
their
tongues
at
this
who
will
gag
share and the world remains
That's my rap on the Free
thankless as long as we don't know a "inconsistency" in terms. But, how University of Albuquerque. You can
way of sharing. Why not let the Free else do we expect the Free tr to help by letting the Free U on campus
survive if we won't pay a small fee
University be a way?
know where you think it should be.
that makes its independent existence Let
it be.

Davis, a strikingly attractive woman
who usually sported an Afro hairdo,
was wearing a dark jacket and skirt
and a short wig when she was arrested,
the FBI said. She was not armed.
Her arrest came at a time when
there were dozens of extra FBI and
Secret Service agents in the city to
provide security for heads of state
attending the United Nations 25th
anniversary session, which is
scheduled to open Wednesday.

X

The Radical Facade
To the Editor:
(Reply to Sharon Borton, "Liberal
Facade," Lobo Oct. 1)
Instead of Sen. McGovern, Sharon
must have blinders on. She condons
and applauds the actions of undisciplined radicals like the recent
incident at the University of Wisconsin which claimed the life of a
young student; she sees nothing
wrong when a radical like Tom Hayden "glorifies" the kidnapping and
death of a California judge and three
others; she turns her ear when a
policeman is shot and killed by a
radical group such as occurred in
Oakland and several major cities
throughout the United States. And
yet, she has the audacity to point
her finger when someone is killed in
Southeast Asia. Why is she su-"dis;.
criminating" in her accusations? Her
favoratistic attitudes are no better
than those of government officials
she so vehemently condemns.
She mentioned, "Medical and
breakfast programs operated by radical groups get busted all over the
country." On the contrary, they
"bust out" themselves due to their
own apathy. Take UNM organizations for example; any officer will
tell you it is very hard to appoint
members to a committee; he practically has to beg students. What
Sharon is really upset about is that
tfie facade which she and many other
radicals so painstakingly constructed
to "expose" some evils in our society
fell threw when she and them were
asked to "contribute."
Besides, Sharon, if you were given
a choice today to reside in any country in the world, wouldn't you still
choose the good 'ole USA?

NEW YORK (UP!)- Black
revolutionary Angela Davis, sought for
murder and kidnapping in the
California courtroom shootout that
killed four persons, was captured in a
Ip.idtown Manhattan motel Tuesday
by FBI agents. She offered no
resistance.

i

By United Press International
Angela Davis traveled a long road
from the Deep South to the
threshhold of a brilliant career as a
professor at UCLA.
Tuesday, she was back in New York
City-one of the milestones on that
road-a prisoner of the federal
government, charged with murder and
kidnaping.
Black and beautiful, soft-spoken
but capable of the tough rhetoric of
the militant Left, Davis openly
admitted she was a Communist.
"The fact that I'm a member of the
Communist Party says something
about what kind of a mind I have,"
she once said. ''I can't-and I
won't-keep my political ideas out of
the classroom.
"Education itself is inherently
political. I think political opinions
have always been in the classroom. I
will always put mine forth in the
classroom."
Teaching Family
Davis, 26, was born to a teaching
family in Birmingham, Ala., in 1944.
Her father, B. Frank Davis, taught
school for nine years before opening a
service station in Birmingham in 1945.
Her mother, Sally B. Davis, still
teaches in the Birmingham school
system.
Miss Davis was considered by her
father to be the "most brilliant" of a
brilliant family. Her sister, Fania, 23,

is a graduate student at La Jolla, Calif.
Her brother, Ben, 24, is a defensive
back for the Cleveland Browns
professional football team.
Selected as one of the outstanding
black students in the South, she
graduated from Elizabeth Irwin High
School in New York in 1961 under a

Quaker scholru·ship program, and
graduated magna cum laude in 1965
from Brandeis University at Waltham,
Mass.
She studied at Johann Wolfgang
Von Goethe University in Frankfurt,
Germany, from 1965 to 1967, and at
the University of California in 1968,

where she received a masters degree
and was a doctoral candidate under
the supervision of Marxist Professor
Herbert Marcuse.
Faculty Member
Appointed to the UCLA faculty,
she was fired in 1969 by the
University of California Regents after
continuing reports that she was a
Communist culminated in a letter
from the college president asking
about her political affiliations and her
frank reply that "I am a member of
the Communist Party."
Reinstated by court order, Davis
held her post as acting assistant
professor of philosophy until this
year, when the regents, acting this
time on the grounds of academic
deficiencies, refused to renew her
contract.
Davis pressed her fight for
reinstatement through the courts until
Aug. 7, when three San Quentin
convicts and a teenage accomplice
tried to kidnap Judge Harold J. Haley
and four others from Haley's San
Rafael, Calif., courtroom at gunpoint.
Haley and three of his kidnapers died
in a wild shootout with police.
Four days after the shootout,
District Attorney Bruce Bales charged
Davis with murder and kidnaping.
He presented a court affidavit alleging
she bought the guns-a pistol, two
carbines and a sawed-off shotgun used
in the shootout.

First Major Western Nation to Support Mao Tse-tung

Canada Recognizes Gov't of Red China
OTTAWA ( UPI) - Canada
announced establishment of full
diplomatic relations with Red China
Tuesday, acknowledging the Peking
regime as "the sole legal government
of China." The Nationalist Chinese
government immediately severed
relations with Canada.
Canada thus became the first nation
in the Western hemisphere outside of
Cuba to recognize the government of
Mao Tse-tung.
Canada agreed to exchange
ambassadors with the Red . Chinese
government within six months, and
support Peking's claim on the United
Nations seat now held by the
Nationalist government of Chiang
Kaishek.

Wednesday, October 14, 1970

Canada refused to support reject
Peking's claim to sovereignty over the

Nationalist island of Taiwan, although
Canada "took note" of the Chinese
Communist claim.
With tears in his eyes, Nationalist
Ambassador Yu-Chi Hsueh left the
country for good at almost the same
moment that External Affairs Minister
Mitchell Sharp rose in the House of
Commons to deliver the
announcement.
"I have failed .... " Hsueh told
reporters.
The announcement climaxed 20
months of tedious, plodding
negotiations in Stockholm by the
Canadian and Red Chinese
ambassadors to Sweden and :fulfilled a
campaign promise made by Prime
Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau two
years ago.
Sharp said the Canadian
government fully accepted Peking as

the only legitimate government of
China and would support Red China
in the United Nations.
Diplomatic observers at the United
Nations said Canada's recognition
would have little effect this year on
the admission of Red China, but that
it might be different in the future.
The joint communique distributed
in Ottawa and Peking and Shru·p's
remarks made it quite clear that
Canada would follow a "one China"
policy, continuing its trade
agreements with "the government of
China" and ignoring Taiwan's claims
to represent the Chinese people.
Canada became the first major
Western government to· exchange
diplomats with Peking since France
announced recognition in 1964.
Britain also has relations with Red
Chh1a.

